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Real-Time 2D to 3D Conversion from H.264
Video Compression
Nir Shabat, Gil Shabat and Amir Averbuch

Abstract—We present a real-time procedure for an automatic conversion of 2D H.264 video into a 3D stereo. The proposed
algorithm works with H.264 compressed videos by taking advantage of its advanced motion compensation (MC) features such as
multiple references and quarter-pixel accuracy. The algorithm is based on incorporating our Depth-From-Motion-Compensation (DFMC)
algorithm into H.264 decoding process. The DFMC algorithm uses the MC data in the compressed video to estimate a depth map for
each video frame. These depth maps are then used to generate in real time a stereo video via a Depth-Image-Based-Rendering
(DIBR).

Index Terms—depth estimation, 3d conversion, motion compensation, MPEG, H.264, real-time
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, we witness a sharp increase in the
demand and availability of 3D capable devices such as

TV sets and cellular phones. This rise is somewhat held
back by the fact that the vast majority of video content
available today is 2D video, and that 3D video recording
in new productions is both expensive and complicated.
In order to bridge the gap between the availability and
the demand for 3D content, different stereo conversion
techniques are being used for converting 2D video into
3D.

Most stereo conversion algorithms first estimate a
depth map for each image in the video sequence,
and then use depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) tech-
niques to generate images for each eye. These algorithms
try to facilitate different depth cues in the image se-
quence for inferring the depth for different areas in these
images. When working with a single 2D image or a 2D
video, where the view is monocular, the depth cues are
sometimes referred to as Monocular Depth Cues. Some
examples for monocular depth cues, which are used for
depth estimation and perception, are structure [1], object
familiarity [2], [3], [4], lightning [5], [6] and motion [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11] (i.e. in video).

An important aspect for 2D to 3D stereo conversion
algorithms lies in their performance and in their ca-
pability to perform the conversion in real-time. Using
semi-automatic or computationally-intensive techniques
in the process of depth map estimation can result in a
high-quality 3D video, however, these techniques are not
suitable for usage with either live broadcast or streaming
content. It is evident that stereo conversion techniques
for 3D capable TVs and cell phones must perform the
stereo conversion in real-time.
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In this paper, we present a new algorithm for stereo
convxersion of 2D video that is based on the H.264 video
compression standard. We call this algorithm Depth From
Motion Compensation (DFMC - see [12]). Similarly to
many stereo conversions algorithms, the focus of our
DFMC algorithm is in estimating a depth map to be
subsequently used for stereo view synthesis.

The depth map estimation process of our algorithm is
based on the Motion Compensation (MC) data, which
is part of every H.264-based compressed video. The
MC data, which is extracted during the video decod-
ing process, is used to calculate the relative projected
velocity of the elements in the scene. This velocity is
used to estimate the relative depths of pixel patches
in each picture of the video scene sequence. The depth
estimation process is performed alongside the standard
H.264 decoding process for increased efficiency, where
the initial estimation of a patch depth is performed
immediately after its decoding is completed.

In order to achieve spatial and temporal smoothness,
we apply a joint bilateral filter on the estimated depth
maps and then calculate a weighted average on the
filtered result. The averaged depth maps are then used in
a DIBR procedure to synthesize the resulting stereo im-
ages. We show how our stereo conversion procedure can
be integrated into the normal flow of the H.264 decoding
process. Figure 1.1 depicts the data flow diagram of a
stereo conversion system that incorporates our DFMC
algorithm.

We implemented our DFMC based stereo conversion
procedure within the open source FFmpeg [13] H.264
decoder. We then applied it to several video sequences
including nature scenes (“National Geographic - Amaz-
ing Flight Over the Grand Canyon”) and movie trailers
(“Batman: The Dark Knight” and “X-Men: Days of Fu-
ture Past”).

This paper has the following structure. Section 2 dis-
cusses related work on 2D to 3D conversion, focusing on
depth-map-based procedures for stereo conversion. Sec-
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Fig. 1.1: Data flow diagram for the 2D to 3D stereo conversion procedure resulting from the incorporation of our
DFMC algorithm into the H.264 decoding process. The blue elements are part of the H.264 standard decoding
process, while the red elements are added to support the stereo conversion.

tion 3 describes necessary background in 2D to 3D stereo
conversion such as DIBR, motion parallax and the H.264
video standard. Section 4 presents a detailed description
of the DFMC algorithm. Finally, section 5 presents results
(performance and quality) from the application of the
algorithm to various video content.

2 RELATED WORK

The area of 2D to 3D conversion (which bears many
similarities to the area of 3D reconstruction), has been
extensively studied over the years [14], [15], [16], [17].
The main task in the majority of 2D to 3D conversion
techniques is in estimating the depth map for a given 2D
image (or multiple depth maps for an image sequence).
The depth map is generated by exploiting different depth
cues in the 2D content. This depth map is then used
to synthesize the views from the left and right eyes
(or alternatively, to synthesize the view from one eye,
using the source image as the view from the other). View
synthesis is performed by employing depth-image-based
rendering (DIBR) techniques.

There are many approaches for estimating the depth
map of an image. Semi-automatic methods require the
user to provide partial depth or disparity information,
usually by marking scribbles on a few key frames [18],
[19], [20]. This partial depth information is then prop-
agated to the entire video scene by different methods.
Another approach uses a shifted bilateral filter, which is
a form of bilateral filtering, that takes motion into con-
sideration [19]. A different path is taken in [18], where a
SVM classifier (trained on the partial data) is employed
to define constraints for an optimization problem. This
optimization problem is then solved as a sparse linear
system. Tracking is used in [21] to propagate objects’
depth from key frames into other frames.

Another approach uses the structural and the geo-
metric cues of an image to infer its depth map. The
absolute mean depth of a scene is estimated in [1]
by using features that are based on local and global
spectral signatures in the image. In [22], the image is first
classified into one of three structural categories (indoor,
outdoor with geometric elements and outdoor without

geometric elements), followed by the detection of van-
ishing points, before the actual depth is assigned. A two-
phase approach is used in [23] where in the first phase
different parts of the image are labeled semantically
(with labels such as ground, sky, building, etc..). In the
second phase, the depth of each pixel (or super-pixel) is
estimated in relation to the label given to it in the first
phase.

Recent methods approach the depth estimation prob-
lem from a machine learning point of view. A Markov
Random Field (MRF) is used in [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]
to model the relationship between the depth of an image
patch and the depth of its neighboring patches. The MRF
is trained on a database of images and their correspond-
ing ground-truth depth maps. A data-driven approach
is taken in [29] where a database of image-plus-depth
pairs is employed. The k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) of the
query image are found in the database. The Euclidean
norm of the difference between histograms of oriented
gradients (HOG) [30] is used as the distance measure.
Then, the depth maps of these k neighbors are fused
by a median filter to a single depth map. The resulting
depth map is then smoothed by the application of a
bilateral filter. A similar approach is described in [31],
where the k-nearest candidate images are selected based
on a combination of GIST [32] features and features
derived from a calculated optical flow. The SIFT flows
[33], which are computed from the input image to each of
the k image candidates, are used in wrapping each of the
candidates’ depth maps. Finally, an objective function
is defined for fusing the warped depth maps. This
function is minimized using an iteratively reweighted
least squares (IRLS) procedure. A supervised learning
approach, which uses the random forest method, is
applied in [34] to depth map estimation. The model
is trained on feature vectors, which are based on a
variety of depth cues, in order to get good results for
unconstrained input videos.

Motion is often used when inferring the depth of an
image sequence. A popular approach is to use the tech-
nique of structure from motion (SFM) [35], [36]. In SFM,
a correspondence between subsequent video frames is
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established. Then, it is used to compute the camera mo-
tion and the 3D coordinates of the matched image points.
A SFM procedure is used in [7] to estimate the depth of
feature points arriving at a sparse depth map. To achieve
a dense depth map, a Delaunay triangulation is gener-
ated for each input image. Then, depth is assigned to a
pixel of each triangle according to the depth of feature
points covered by the triangle. SFM techniques are used
in [37], [38] to estimate the camera parameters of each
frame in the video. These camera parameters are then
used in an energy function to enforce photo-consistency.
Subsequently, loopy belief propagation [39] is employed
in minimizing the energy function thus generating the
initial depth map estimation. This initial estimation is
then improved iteratively by minimizing another energy
function using an optimization framework called bundle
optimization. The colors of the input image are used in
[9], [10] to enhance the motion estimated depth maps. A
two-phase approach is employed by [9]. First, the pixels
of the image are clustered based on their color using k-
means, then, the clustering is refined using motion and
edge information, where the pixels are classified into
near and far categories. A coarse depth map is estimated
in [10] by employing a block-matching algorithm for cal-
culating the motion vectors (MVs) between an image and
its reference image. The scaled size of each calculated
MV is used as the depth of its block in the coarse depth
map, which is later refined by utilizing image color.

In order to achieve a real-time performance, recent
methods [11], [40], [41], [42], [43] utilize the MC data in
videos compressed by either MPEG-2 or H.264/MPEG-4
AVC standards [44]. The scaled size of each MV is used
as the depth of its associated macro block (MB) in [40]
as an initial depth map, which is then smoothed using a
nearest-neighbor method. The horizontal component of
each MV is used in [41] as an initial depth estimation,
which is then applied several corrections based on the
camera’s motion, displacement errors and object borders.
The size of MVs is similarly used in [11] for a coarse
depth map estimation, which is then refined by using
a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [45] to detect the
moving objects. This motion based depth map is then
fused with a geometric based depth map to produce the
final result.

Our suggested procedure utilizes the idea of using mo-
tion information stored by motion-compensated-based
video formats to builds upon it. We use the MC data
of a frame not only to estimate depth within the frame,
but also to estimate the depth in the referenced frames.
The use of this “backward” prediction allows for a better
depth estimation, since it allows depth estimation for
intra-predicted pixel partitions. Our procedure also takes
advantage of H.264 advanced features such as quarter-
pixel precision of MV and motion predicted partitions as
small as 4×4 pixels. We describe a complete framework
for incorporating our stereo conversion procedure into
an H.264 decoder that supports real-time 2D to 3D stereo
conversion.

Fig. 3.1: An example of a color image (top) and its
corresponding depth map (bottom). Areas in the color
image, which are closer to the camera, appear brighter
in its depth map

3 STEREO CONVERSION

3.1 3D Stereo Video
We usually view the world from two viewing angles due
to the separation of the eyes. These two different viewing
angles result in slightly different images seen by the left
and right eye. This difference in images, and specifically
the difference in the locations of objects between them, is
called binocular disparity. Binocular disparity is used by
the brain to extract depth information from these two
images. The depth perceived by the brain due to this
difference is called stereopsis. The vast majority of 3D
techniques exploit stereopsis for creating the illusion of
depth on 2D displays (such as TV sets) by presenting
a different image to each eye. The use of stereopsis for
this purpose is called stereoscopy. In order to create a
perceived depth illusion for a 2D monocular image using
stereopsis, one needs to generate two different images
from the 2D image, which represent the two different
viewing angles of the eyes.

3.2 Depth Maps
A depth map (or depth image) of an image is another
image in which the intensity (or color) of each pixel
represents the distance (or the depth) from a viewpoint
of the corresponding pixel in the first image (see Fig. 3.1).
Depth maps can be acquired directly by using tools such
as a laser scanner, or be generated synthetically from
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Fig. 3.2: The disparity of a point P between images taken
from a camera with focal length f at points L, C and R

ordinary 2D content (from one or more viewpoints).
Synthetic depth maps may either be produced in a
manual process, or by an automatic (or semi-automatic)
procedure. Depth maps have numerous applications, one
of which is rendering a scene from different view points
in a process which is called Depth-Image-Based Rendering
(DIBR), as explained in section 3.3.

3.3 Depth-Image-Based Rendering (DIBR)
DIBR techniques use an image depth map to synthesize
different images, pertaining to different viewing angles
of a scene, from a single image of that scene. In 2D to
3D stereo conversions algorithms, these techniques are
used to generate images for the left and right eyes from a
monocular image and its depth map. Conceptually, DIBR
is a two step process. Initially, the image is projected
into 3D coordinates using the information of its depth
map. Then, the 3D image is reprojected onto the 2D
plane of a virtual camera. This process of projecting and
reprojecting the image is called image warping. For the
case of stereoscopic image creation, in which the virtual
cameras are simple translations of the actual camera,
image warping takes a simpler form.

Let P be a 3D point with coordinates (Px, Py, Pz), then
we have (see Fig. 3.2):

Xl =
f · (Px − L)

Pz
, Xc =

Pxf

Az
, Xr =

f · (Px −R)

Pz

where f is the focal length of the cameras, L and R
are the horizontal coordinates of the left and right eyes
“virtual” cameras, respectively, and Xc, Xl, Xr are the
horizontal distances between the cameras’ centers and
the projection of the point P .

Denoting |L| = |R| = tc
2 , where tc is the interaxial

distance (the horizontal distance between the two view

ports), the disparity for the left and right images be-
comes

∆s = ± tcf
2Pz

. (3.1)

Given the focal length f , the interaxial distance tc and
a dense depth map (giving Pz at each pixel), we can use
Eq. 3.1 to calculate the disparity of each pixel between
the input image and the images for the left and right eyes
needed for stereopsis. In the case of a viewer, watching
a video on a 2D display, f is essentially the viewer’s
distance from the screen. tc is usually chosen as the
distance in humans between the eyes, which on average
is 64mm.

3.4 Motion Parallax
Parallax is defined as the displacement or difference in
the apparent position of an object viewed along two
different lines of sight. Objects, which are closer to
the viewer, have larger parallax than objects which are
further away. This fact lets us use parallax in order to
estimate objects’ distance.

Motion parallax is the parallax created due to the
movement of the viewer. Since objects, which are closer
to the viewer, have larger parallax during the movement
of the viewer, they appear to move faster than objects
which are more distant (see Fig. 3.3).

In a monocular image sequence (e.g. video), this paral-
lax can be used as a depth cue for estimating the relative
pixels’ depth. Consider a camera moving horizontally
from a point C to a point R in Fig. 3.2. The disparity of
point P between the two images, taken by the camera
at points C and L, is given by Eq. 3.1. According to Eq.
3.1, bigger values of Pz will decrease the disparity ∆s
and vice versa. This means that we can use 3.1 to infer
the relative pixels’ depths from their disparity between
the two images.

In order to use the disparity of a pixel between two
images (taken during camera movement, i.e. from two
different viewing angles) we need to match the pixel
between those two images. This parallax can be used
to estimate the relative depth of that pixel using Eq. 3.1.

3.5 Motion Compensation-Based Video
Modern video compression formats use an algorithmic
technique called Motion Compensation to utilize the tem-
poral redundancy in videos. These formats can describe
(or predict) video frames in terms of other video frames,
which are called reference frames, or just references
(in this work we use the term frame loosely, referring
to both full frames and frame fields). The references
of a frame can either precede it in time, or belong
to a future time (presentation-wise). The description of
video frames in terms of other frames is called inter
frame prediction, or inter-prediction, for short, and these
frames are called inter predicted frames, or inter-frames.
In contrast, frames, which are not described in terms of
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Fig. 3.3: Images taken at constant time intervals from a camera moving at constant speed from right to left. The
green box, which is closer to the camera, appears to be moving faster than the distant red box.

other frames, and for which decoding can be performed
by using only information contained within them (i.e.
without any reference frames), are called intra predicted
frames, or intra-frames, for short. A series of subsequent
frames, which can be decoded independently of the rest
of the video, is called a Group-of-Pictures (GOP).

In order to describe a frame in terms of other frames,
the frame is split into pixel blocks called Macro Blocks
(MB). These MBs can be further split into smaller blocks
called MB Partitions. Each MB or MB partition of an
inter-frame can be associated with (one or more) vectors
called Motion Vectors (MVs). Each MV points to a location
in a reference frame which is used to describe the MB
(or MB partition) it is associated with. This allows the
video encoder to only store the difference (or the error)
between the inter-predicted MB (or MB partition) and its
references, instead of the entire MB (or MB partition).

Video compression standards, employing MC tech-
niques, usually use three types of frames: I-frames, P-
frames and B-frames according to the prediction type
used to encode the frame. I-frames are intra frames, P-
frames are inter frames, which can reference other frames
that precede them in time (i.e. backward references), and
B-frames are inter frames, which can reference frames
that both precede them or follow them in time (i.e.
backward and forward references).

In order for a decoder to decode an inter-frame i, it
needs to have access to all the frames referenced by
i (in their decoded form). To achieve this, all frames

referenced by the inter-frame i must arrive at the decoder
prior to the arrival of i itself. The order by which the
frames arrive at the decoder is called Decoding Order
(see Fig. 3.5). The decoder places decoded frames in a
buffer called the Decoded Picture Buffer (DPB). Reference
frames are kept in the DPB by the decoder for as long as
required in favor of inter prediction. The order by which
the frames should be displayed (i.e. presented) is called
Presentation Order, and it is usually different than the
decoding order (see Fig. 3.4). In the MPEG2 and H.264
video standards, each video frame has two 90KHz time
stamps associated with it. One time stamp indicates the
time when the frame should be decoded, called Decoding
Time Stamp (DTS), and one which indicates the time
when the frame should be displayed, called Presentation
Time Stamp (PTS).

In order for encoders of motion-compensated-based
video standards to perform motion estimation by finding
redundant image information Block-Matching Algorithms
(BMA) are employed. BMAs are used to find a match
for a block of pixels (MB or MB partition) of a frame i
in another frame j. The match is chosen based on some
error metric, such as the mean squared error (MSE) or the
sum of absolute differences (SAD). BMAs are computa-
tionally intensive algorithms, especially when performed
on videos with high resolution (e.g. HD videos) or frame
rate.
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Fig. 3.4: A GOP of 13 frames in presentation order. The letter below each box denotes the frame’s type and the
number within each box denotes the presentation order count (POC). The arrows denote references where the arrow
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Fig. 3.5: Same GOP in Fig. 3.4, but in decoding order. Note that in decoding order, frames only reference frames
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3.6 The H.264/MPEG-4 AVC Video Compression
Standard

H.264/MPEG-4 AVC is an advanced block-oriented
motion-compensated-based video compression format
[44], and the successor of the popular MPEG-2 format.
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC offers several advancements over
older video compression formats. Specifically, in regards
to motion compensation (MC), it offers the following
new features:
• Allowing up to 16 reference frames per encoded

frame
• Allowing B-frames to be used as reference frames
• Variable block sizes, with blocks as big as 16 × 16

and as small as 4× 4 samples
• The ability to use multiple MVs per MB
• Quarter-pixel precision for motion estimation
H.264 adds a type of intra-coded frame called an In-

stantaneous Decoding Refresh (IDR) frame. IDR frames are
found at the beginning of each (closed) GOP. IDR frames
signal that none of the pictures preceding them is needed
(i.e. used as reference) for decoding subsequent pictures
in the stream. These new enhancements of H.264 allow
our proposed DFMC algorithm to perform the depth
map estimation in a more accurate and comprehensive
way than was possible with previous standards.

4 THE DEPTH FROM MOTION COMPENSATION
(DFMC) ALGORITHM

Our algorithm primarily uses motion to estimate a depth
map for each video frame. The basic idea behind using
motion to estimate depth is based on the fact that the
projected object velocity on the screen is correlated with
its relative distance from the camera. This is due to the
fact that distant objects have small parallax in compari-
son to closer ones, see Fig. 3.3. The main objective of the

algorithm is to produce dense depth maps which are
suitable for 2D to 3D stereo conversion (e.g. via DIBR)
in a computationally efficient way.

Since motion estimation is a computationally intensive
process, we use the motion-compensating data that is ex-
tracted from the compressed video in the H.264 decoding
stage. This makes it possible for the DFMC algorithm
to be implemented on the decoder side, and to enable
it to perform 2D to 3D video conversion in real-time.
Moreover, our algorithm works with H.264 compressed
videos, while taking advantage of its advanced MC
features such as multiple references and quarter-pixel
accuracy (see section 3.6). The algorithm in 4.1 describes
the steps of our DFMC system and how it is incorporated
into H.264.

4.1 Initial (Forward) Depth Estimation

Initial, also called forward, depth map estimation is
achieved by assigning a depth value to each inter-
predicted MB partition based on its associated MVs.
Forward depth estimation for a MB partition is per-
formed during the decoding process of the partition
(see line 7 in Algorithm 4.1), since at this point we
have immediate access to the partition’s MVs, size and
location. Similar to what was done in the related work
by [11], [40], [41], [42], [43], we use the magnitude of the
MVs to estimate the relative depth of an image pixel
block. However, instead of directly taking the scaled
size of each MV as the depth of a block, we normalize
it with the difference in presentation time between the
current frame and the frame referenced by that MV.
We apply this normalization in order to account for
a greater relative disparity of a frame’s pixel block in
comparison to other pixel blocks. This is due to the
reference frame of the block’s MV being further away in
presentation time. This normalization is applied under
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Fig. 4.1: A sequence of three consecutive video frames from a National Geographic video titled “Amazing Flight
Over The Grand Canyon” (top row), with their respective depth maps as produced by the first step of the DFMC
algorithm (middle and bottom rows). The images in the second (middle) row are the frames’ depth maps without
time normalization. The images in the third (bottom) row are the time-normalized depth maps.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.2: A video frame from a National Geographic video of a flight over The Grand Canyon and its respective
depth maps. The second image (middle) is the frame’s depth map without time normalization. The third image
(right), is the frame’s time-normalized depth map.

the assumption that the camera’s displacement between
two consecutive video frames, which belong to the same
video scene, is approximately constant. Figure 4.1 shows
the resulting depth maps of 3 consecutive video frames
with and without time normalization. One can see that
the time-normalized depth maps are much more tem-
porally consistent than their unnormalized counterparts.
Figure 4.2 shows that the time-normalized depth map is
more spatially consistent than its unnormalized version.

Denoting by s (P ) the time-normalized size of the MVs

associated with the pixel block (MB or MB partition) of
pixel P , then

s (P ) =

√
mv2

x + mv2
y

mv∆t

where mvx and mvy are the horizontal and vertical
components, respectively, of the MVs associated with
the block of pixel P , and mv∆t is the difference in
presentation time between the current frame and the
reference frame calculated using the frames’ PTS.
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Algorithm 4.1: 2D to 3D conversion process with
DFMC
Input: Next video frame F of video stream
Output: Side-by-side 3D version of input frame

1: D ← Empty depth map
2: for M ← macroblocks of F do
3: if M is inter-predicted then
4: for P ← pixel partitions of M do
5: V ← MV of partition P
6: RD ← depth maps of reference frames
7: Update depth of P in D based on V
8: Update depth of P references in RD based

on V
9: end for

10: end if
11: Decode M
12: Add F to DPB
13: Add D to DMB
14: N ← next frame to display
15: if N is an IDR frame then
16: while DDB is not empty do
17: F ← next frame in DDB
18: D ← next DM in DMB
19: Apply spatial hole filling, cross bilateral

filtering and temporal smoothing to D
20: L← DIBR of left-eye image from F and D
21: Output side-by-side video frame using L

and F
22: end while
23: end if
24: Add N to DDB
25: end for

To account for times where the camera is at a standstill,
we define a lower bound Tmin. When the value of s (P ) is
below Tmin, the depth of pixel P is discarded. In order to
disregard MVs, which refer to partitions not belonging
to the same object, we also define an upper bound Tmax,
where Tmax > Tmin. When the value of s (P ) is above
Tmax, we discard the estimation for pixel P .

Since H.264 supports weighted prediction (where a
block is predicted using more than one reference block),
our algorithm uses the MV, which references a frame that
is closer in presentation time (according to the PTS), for
the depth estimated frame.

The initial depth estimation for a pixel P , where s (P )
is within the bounds Tmin and Tmax, is given by

Pz = depth(P, c) = max

(
round

(
s (P )

c

)
, 1.0

)
(4.1)

where c > 0 is a scaling factor, which is chosen em-
pirically for the entire shot, or changed dynamically
during the estimation process. In our experiments, we
chose c dynamically for each GOP, so that the maximum
estimated depth in that GOP is 1, i.e.,

c = arg max
x

max
F∈G,P∈F

s (P )

where F ∈ G denotes the frame F of a GOP G and
P ∈ F denotes the pixel P of frame F . Note that in
order to dynamically calculate c for each GOP, we need
to delay the output of our decoder by one GOP. In our
experiments, we chose Tmin = c/10 and Tmax = 30 as
lower and upper bounds, respectively.

4.2 Backward Depth Estimation
The initial depth map, estimated in the first step (see
line 7 in Algorithm 4.1), provides a very partial depth
estimation, since it only estimates the depth of pixels
belonging to inter-predicted blocks. It does not provide
estimation for pixels belonging to intra-predicted blocks
since these do not have any MV associated with them.
For example, I frames are strictly intra-coded and so
every pixel in an I frame belongs to an intra-predicted
MB or MB partition that has no associated MV. Since
we want to use the precalculated MC data encoded in
the video as much as possible when estimating pixels’
depth, our algorithm also uses the MVs in a “back-
ward” type, by using their size to assign depth to pixels
belonging to the referenced blocks (see Fig. 4.3). This
step is also performed during the decoding process of
the MB partition (see line 7 in Algorithm 4.1), since
at this point we can also quickly access the reference’s
depth map. The same pixel can be referenced several
times by belonging to several referenced blocks or by
belonging to a block being referenced multiple times. For
such pixels, we use the MV that belongs to the closest
(presentation-time-wise) referencing frame for that pixel.
We then estimate its depth by using Eq. 4.1. This allows
our DFMC Algorithm 4.1 to estimate the depth of many
pixels that are not inter-predicted. Figure 4.4 shows
that using backward estimation results in higher quality
depth maps, which are more complete and less noisy,
than the depth maps generated by using only forward
estimation.

In order to incorporate this backward depth estimation
in the decoder, it stores the partial depth map of each
decoded frame in the DPB as long as that frame is
still marked as a reference. Only when a frame is no
longer used as a reference, the decoder outputs its depth
map to the Depth Map Buffer (DMB). Since a frame can
be fully decoded prior to the completion of its depth
map estimation, we maintain a buffer of decoded frames
called the Depth Delay Buffer (DDB). The DMB and DDB
buffers are used to synchronize the depth estimation
process with the decoding process. After the completion
of a frame decoding process, we check if the next frame
to display (according to the DDB) has a corresponding
depth map in the DMB. If it does, the DIBR process uses
the frame and its depth map to synthesize the stereo
images (see Algorithm 4.1).

Note that in order to perform this backward estimation
by the decoder, it must delay the output by at most one
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Fig. 4.3: The depth of pixels belonging to the I frame in the figure (dashed rectangles) is estimated using the MVs
of the referencing P and B frames. The depth of intra-predicted pixels of the P frame in the figure are predicted
using the MVs of the referencing B frames.

Fig. 4.4: Three frames from the National Geographic video titled “Amazing Flight Over The Grand Canyon”. The
first (leftmost) image in each row is the source frame, the second (middle) image is the frame’s depth map using
only forward estimation and the third (rightmost) image in each row is frame’s depth map estimated using both
forward and backward estimations. Note that the frame in the first (top) row is an I frame, therefore its forward
estimated depth map is empty.

GOP in order to keep updating the depth map of the first
frame in the GOP as new frames arrive into the DPB.
In most cases, when the video is a broadcast stream,
this does not pose a problem, since broadcast standards
dictate that IDR pictures cannot be too far apart. For
example, the ATSC Standard [46] requires AVC transport
streams to contain at least one IDR frame every second
from a video.

4.3 Depth Hole Filling

In the previous steps (forward and backward depth
estimation), we discarded the estimated depth for pixels
belonging to MB partitions with MV sizes lower than
some predefined bound Tmin. In this step (see line 18 in
Algorithm 4.1), we set the depth of these pixels as being
equal to the depth of the same pixels in the preceding
frame in presentation order. The assumption here is
that when the camera or the objects, which these pixels
belong to, are not moving, their depth should be the
same as in the preceding frame. This step is performed
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Fig. 4.5: Three frames from a National Geographic video of a flight over The Grand Canyon. The first (leftmost)
image in each row is the source frame, the second (middle) image is the frame’s depth map without the hole-filling
step and the third (rightmost) image in each row is the frame’s depth map after the application of the hole-filling
step.

right before spatial and temporal smoothing. Figure 4.5
provides three examples of depth maps before and after
the hole filling step. The hole-filled depth maps are less
noisy than the original depth maps.

4.4 Temporal and Spatial Smoothness
It is important for a video scene’s depth to have both
spatial and temporal consistency, otherwise, the resulting
3D video will create discomfort for the viewer. Process-
ing the depth maps for spatial and temporal consistency
constitutes the final step prior to DIBR (see line 19 in
Algorithm 4.1). To achieve spatial smoothness, our al-
gorithm applies cross bilateral filtering [47] to the depth
map, with a Gaussian based weight distribution over the
RGB image. Formally,

Ds (P ) =
1

W (P )

∑
Q∈N(P )Gσs (‖P −Q‖)Gσr (|I (P )− I (Q) |)D (Q)

where

W (P ) =
∑

Q∈N(P )

Gσs (‖P −Q‖)Gσr (|I (P )− I (Q) |) ,

and Ds is the spatially smoothed depth value of pixel
P . D and I denote the depth map and the RGB image,
respectively, N (P ) denotes the neighbors of pixel P , and
Gσs

and Gσr
denote Gaussian distributions with an STD

of σs and σr, respectively. The distance in values between

two image pixels is defined as the Euclidean difference
in RGB coordinates. Formally

|I (P )−I (Q) | =
√

(Pr −Qr)2
+ (Pg −Qg)2

+ (Pb −Qb)2
.

In contrast to Gaussian filtering, bilateral filtering is
edge preserving. Consequentially, it will not smooth
depth values of edges in the image. Moreover, we take
advantage of the color information by cross filtering the
depth map with the input image. In our experiments, we
used a kernel filter of size 5× 5, σs = 3 and σr = 0.15.

For temporal smoothness, a weighted average scheme
was used. The temporally smoothed depth map of the
ith frame Si is computed by

Ds,t
i =

2

M (M + 1)

M ·Ds
i +

M−1∑
j=1

(M − j) ·Ds
i−j


where Ds,t

i is the temporally-spatially smoothed depth
map of frame i, Ds

i is the spatially smoothed depth map
of frame i and M is the number of frames to use for
temporal smoothing. We used M = 3 in our experiments.

4.5 Stereo Image Synthesis

Instead of using the source image and its depth map
to synthesize both the left eye image and the right eye
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image, we use the source image as the right eye image,
and only synthesize an image for the left eye. One benefit
of this approach is that generating one syntactic image
requires less computations than generating two syntactic
images. Moreover, it turns out that approximately two-
thirds of the population is right-eye dominant [48], [49],
[50], [51] meaning they have a tendency to prefer visual
input from the right eye, which is another benefit for
using a non-synthetic image as the right eye image.

To synthesize the left eye image from the source image
and its depth map we employ a DIBR scheme. The value
of a pixel P in the generated image is set to the value
of a pixel Q in the source image that resides in the
horizontally shifted coordinates of P . The number of
shifted pixels to apply is a function of the depth of pixel
P (based on Eq. 3.1). We denote by x? the horizontal
coordinate of the pixel which is the source pixel of (x, y)
in the synthesized image. Then:

x? = min
(
round

(
x− k ·Ds,t (x, y)

)
, 0
)

where k > 0 is a positive constant that depends on the
viewer’s distance from the display, interaxial distance
and scene content, which is chosen empirically. The
value of a pixel at coordinates (x, y) in the left eye image
is thus given by L (x, y) = I (x?, y).

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented our DFMC algorithm and our DIBR
procedure as part of the FFmpeg H.264 video decoder.
FFmpeg [13] is a popular open source project which
produces libraries for the decoding and encoding of
multimedia data. We then applied our stereo conversion
via the modified decoder to a variety of H.264 broadcast
videos. Using a standard MacBook Pro with a 2 GB
quad-core i7 Intel processor with 16 GB of RAM, we
were able to perform the stereo conversions of each
video stream in real-time. Figures 5.1 to 5.3 show a col-
lection of video frames along with their corresponding
depth maps as generated by the DFMC algorithm.

5.1 More Videos to Watch
Side-by-Side 3D video files generated by Algorithm
4.1 can be downloaded from our website at
http://sites.google.com/site/nirnirs/. Watching this
kind of videos requires a device which supports the
display of SbS (Side-by-Side) video, such as a 3D
television (3DTV). Some devices require that the viewer
wear special glasses (e.g. shuttered or polarized glasses)
when watching SbS videos.

CONCLUSION

We described a low complexity motion based algorithm
for estimating depth maps for video frames. We also
described a low complexity DIBR procedure for the
synthesis of stereo images from these depth maps. We
presented a complete framework for incorporating the

depth estimation algorithm and the DIBR procedure into
the standard H.264 decoding process. Finally, we showed
that the resulting stereo conversion process is suitable for
real-time 2D to 3D conversion of H.264-based broadcast
content.
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